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 اختر االجابة الصحيحة

1. The simple past ---. Degree     1.25    
 

a. is used for actions which started in the past still continue b. is used for actions which are sad 

c. is used for actions which are simple d. is used for actions which started and ended in the 
past  

2. The doctor treated Sheikh Youssef for free because the 
Sheikh was his ---. 

Degree     1.25    

 

a. neighborhood b. teacher 

c. honest d. pilot  

3. An --- student faces the challenges of coping with a new 
culture. 

Degree     1.25    

 

a. evening b. intelligent 

c. international d. interesting  

4. Egyptian --- are in many museums around the world. Degree     1.25    
 

a. sand b. rock 

c. monuments d. pyramid  

5. Mark what is NOT correct: My sister is very persuasive (A). 
She (B) usually (C) gets what she want (D) 

Degree     1.25    

 

a. persuasive b. she 

c. usually d. want  

6. If you dream of visiting a country with a history, wonderful 
weather and friendly people, come to --- 

Degree     1.25    

 

a. India b. Egypt 

c. Paris d. England  

7. --- is not running well today Degree     1.25    
 

a. The bed b. The driver 

c. The donkey d. The car  

8. Did you --- what happened? Degree     1.25    
 

a. forgot b. heard 

c. remembered d. hear  

9. The doctor --- to examine me tomorrow. Degree     1.25    
 

a. promising b. promised 

c. have promise d. is promising  
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10. Cairo University is globally --- as one of the best 500 Universities 
in the First Version of the Spanish Webometrics Ranking of 2015. 

Degree     1.25    

 

a. rank b. ranking 

c. ranks d. ranked  

11. Mark what is NOT correct: If his car (A) is being repair (B), 
how will he get to work (C) tomorrow (D)? 

Degree     1.25    

 

a. car b. repair 

c. work d. tomorrow  

12. Mark what is NOT correct:I am  (A) been in the United 
States for the past six months (B). During this time (C) I saw 
many places (D). 

Degree     1.25    

 

a. Am b. months 

c. time d. places  

13. Mark what is NOT correct:He (A) decided (B) to live on (C) 
England (D) forever. 

Degree     1.25    

 

a. He b. decided 

c. on d. England  

14. When the singer was recording a song, he --- of the next 
one? 

Degree     1.25    

 

a. was singing b. was thinking 

c. Planning d. was writing  

15. Egypt has amazing works --- engineering, both ancient and 
modern. 

Degree     1.25    

 

a. many b. of 

c. all d. in  

16. Mark what is NOT correct: On leave (A) school, she (B)  
went (C) to Oxford (D) University 

Degree     1.25    

 

a. leave b. she 

c. went d. Oxford  

17. While visiting Egypt, most tourists --- photos. Degree     1.25    
 

a. take b. making 

c. make d. taking  

18. How often do you go to the club? Degree     1.25    
 

a. Enjoy b. No 

c. Every weekend d. Weekend  

19. --- is the first step of the scientific method Degree     1.25    
 

a. reading b. observation 

c. conclusion d. inference  

20. Skiing is a --- sport. You can easily break your leg or your 
neck. 

Degree     1.25    

 

a. noisy b. dangerous 

c. conventional d. safe  

21. A peninsula is ---. Degree     1.25    
 

a. an island. b. a body of land almost surrounded by water. 

c. a country d. a body of water.  
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22. Today, most of the energy we use still comes from --- fuels like 
coal, oil and gas, which have been formed underground over 
millions of years. 

Degree     1.25    

 

a. fossil b. fossiled 

c. fossils d. fossiling  

23. There are --- children attending school in our village Degree     1.25    
 

a. a few b. most 

c. much d. teach  

24. Mark what is NOT correct:Why do you think (A) the builders of 
the Abu Simbel temple wanted (B) the sun to illuminated (C) the 
statues (D). 

Degree     1.25    

 

a. Think b. wanted 

c. Illuminated d. Statues  

25. A --- is a tidal wave produced by an earthquake on the ocean 
floor. 

Degree     1.25    

 

a. tsunami b. hurricane 

c. windmill d. tempest  

26. Egypt should rely on --- energy Degree     1.25    
 

a. energy b. air 

c. no d. solar  

27. Mark what is NOT correct:Is it a good (A) idea to spend a 
year or too (B) working after high school or to go (C) to 
university after leaving (D) school? 

Degree     1.25    

 

a. good b. Too 

c. go d. leaving  

28. Mark what is NOT correct:I asked a shop assistant if I 
could  (A) try the T-shirt on. The assistant said (B) I could and 
told (C) me were (D) the changing rooms were. 

Degree     1.25    

 

a. could b. said 

c. told d. were  

29. Mark what is NOT correct: Work on the Great Wall of China 
(A) began in 220 BC and continue (B) for (C) hundreds of years. 
Eventually the wall reached (D) a length of 6,400 km. 

Degree     1.25    

 

a. Great Wall of China b. continue 

c. for d. Reached  

30. I was supposed to take a test yesterday, but I was not admitted 
into the testing room because the examination had already --- 

Degree     1.25    

 

a. began b. begun 

c. begin d. beginning  

31. It is important to --- children to read and write. Degree     1.25    
 

a. education b. learn 

c. teach d. study  

32. Yehia Haqqi was an expert on Arab ---. Degree     1.25    
 

a. medicine b. culture 

c. geography d. engineering  
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33. It does not matter whether we agree or disagree. What 
matters is to produce a solid ---. 

Degree     1.25    

 

a. Argument b. money 

c. news d. world  

34. What new scientific discoveries --- you hope or expect will be 
made in the future? 

Degree     1.25    

 

a. doing b. did 

c. do d. does  

35. Linguistics is the science that studies ---. Degree     1.25    
 

a. translation b. language 

c. literature d. intelligence  

36. I always enjoyed solving mathematic problems, so it is --- to 
choose a major that involves studying maths 

Degree     1.25    

 

a. sensible b. silly 

c. reason d. unreasonable  

37. Learning a new language is like learning to ---. It requires 
practice. 

Degree     1.25    

 

a. bleach b. swim 

c. sleep d. occupy  

38. Mark what is NOT correct:I am hoping to study (A) history 
at (B) university, after which I would liked (C) to work as a 
historian (D). 

Degree     1.25    

 

a. study b. at 

c. liked d. historian  

39. Reading and writing --- interrelated Degree     1.25    
 

a. are going b. are 

c. not d. have  

40. Talking on the mobile phone while driving is --- Degree     1.25    
 

a. important b. illegal 

c. danger d. helpful  

41. Nuclear weapons are --- Degree     1.25    
 

a. weapons of mass destruction b. helpful 

c. noble d. pressure  

42. I will launch my new novel means --- Degree     1.25    
 

a. I will introduce it to readers. b. I will read it. 

c. I will ignore it d. I will write it.  

43. The --- of Queen Nefertiti is in Germany. Degree     1.25    
 

a. mummy b. tomb 

c. statues d. bust  

44. Passing his driving test --- Mohamed very happy. Degree     1.25    
 

a. have made b. to make 

c. must have made d. will made  
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45. Has your lost car been located?It was found --- on the 
highway 

Degree     1.25    

 

a. to be abandoning b. to be abandoned 

c. abandoned d. abandon  

46. Mark what is NOT correct:Everyone has (A) seen (B) plants growing (C), 
but have  you ever thought where they get there (D) food? 

Degree     1.25    

 

a. has b. seen 

c. growing d. There  

47. For most people the word --- means the rain, wind or 
snow. 

Degree     1.25    

 

a. weathers b. weather 

c. whether d. whethers  

48. The River Nile is a --- Degree     1.25    
 

a. importantly b. friend 

c. treasure d. is famous  

49. Mark what is NOT correct:It was unthinkable (A) that Egypt 
should lose (B) Abu Simbel, so plans were made (C) to rescued (D) 
it. 

Degree     1.25    

 

a. Unthinkable b. lose 

c. made d. rescued  

50. A --- is more than just a list of dates and events. Degree     1.25    
 

a. diary b. calendar 

c. copy d. table  

51. Hesham is --- than his sister Degree     1.25    
 

a. more famous b. doctor 

c. clever d. is taller  

52. Mark what is NOT correct: What did the speaker (A) write (B) when (C) he is (D) at 
university? 

Degree     1.25    

 

a. speaker b. write 

c. when d. is  

53. Unlike other kinds of music, folk music develops in --- communities. Degree     1.25    
 

a. local b. foreign 

c. happy d. sad  

54. Historical monuments are sometimes --- by new engineering or building 
projects. 

Degree     1.25    

 

a. hopeful b. great 

c. successful d. threatened  

55. --- you have a teacher to help you acquire this special skill? Degree     1.25    
 

a. Then b. Did 

c. When d. Why  

56. Accidents at nuclear power stations are extremely ……. to people’s health and the 
environment 

Degree     

1.25    
 

a. dangerous b. horror 

c. danger d. seriously  
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57. Something is wrong with my car. It --- to the mechanic. Degree     1.25    
 

a. will have taken b. will be taken 

c. is gone d. is go  

58. Mark what is NOT correct: The exhibits (A) were precious (B). a museum guard (C) was 
post (D) in every room. 

Degree     1.25    

 

a. exhibits b. precious 

c. guard d. post  

59. Mark what is NOT correct: Segregation in public (A) schools was declare (B) unconstitutional 
(C) by the Supreme Court in (D) 1954 

Degree     1.25    

 

a. public b. declare 

c. unconstitutional d. in  

60. My brother likes to play sports, but I like --- Degree     1.25    
 

a. famous b. happy 

c. to clothes d. to read  

61. Right now Mrs. Clever is organizing a student trip to the planetarium. You can --- for it at 
her office 

Degree     1.25    

 

a. sign up b. sign out 

c. sign in d. sign over  

62. The farther away from the Earth a person is, the --- gravitational 
force of Earth. 

Degree     1.25    

 

a. less b. more 

c. most d. least  

63. Is it necessary --- the books immediately? Degree     1.25    
 

a. that b. her returning 

c. for him to return d. for him that he  

64. Why are astronauts --- in space? Degree     1.25    
 

a. walk b. weightless 

c. temperature d. heavy  

65. Charles Dickens wrote ---. Degree     1.25    
 

a. Macbeth b. Great Expectations 

c. Animal Farm d. Rebecca  

66. One --- about North Americans says that they are obsessed 
with time. 

Degree     1.25    

 

a. stereotyped b. stereotyping 

c. stereotype d. stereotypes  

67. Mark what is NOT correct: Why (A) is life like (B) in areas which have (C) little or no water 
(D)? 

Degree     1.25    

 

a. Why b. like 

c. have d. water  

68. Cairo is known as the City of a --- Minarets. Degree     1.25    
 

a. Million b. Many 

c. Hundreds d. Thousand  
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69. My brother --- works in Jeddah. Degree     1.25    
 

a. happy b. at now 

c. clever d. currently  

70. Why are Adel's friends --- of him? Degree     1.25    
 

a. envied b. envy 

c. envying d. envious  

71. Why --- films of books so often different from the 
originals? 

Degree     1.25    

 

a. Has b. Is 

c. Do d. Are  

72. Mark what is NOT correct: People, animals and plants need (A) energy to live (B) and 
machines need (C) energy to works (D). 

Degree     1.25    

 

a. need b. live 

c. need d. works  

73. There must have been a ---. The streets are covered with 
sand. 

Degree     1.25    

 

a. desert b. beach 

c. sandstorm d. sand  

74. Mark what is NOT correct:Even (A) though the work was hard 
(B) they enjoyed (C) themself (D). 

Degree     1.25    

 

a. Even b. Hard 

c. enjoyed d. themself  

75. Trees help the earth to ---. Degree     1.25    
 

a. move b. sing 

c. breath d. turn  

76. Many students do not do their --- Degree     1.25    
 

a. class b. memory 

c. homework d. study  

77. Too much stress can cause ---. Degree     1.25    
 

a. eat b. sleeplessness 

c. appetite d. health  

78. Most people --- where they get the lowest prices. Degree     1.25    
 

a. employ b. walk 

c. sing d. shop  

79. --- is the most heavily populated country in the world Degree     1.25    
 

a. China b. Switzerland 

c. Cairo d. London  

80. In some countries, rubbish --- to produce electricity. Degree     1.25    
 

a. burning b. is burnt 

c. burned d. burns  


